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Meeting Objectives & Accomplishments
 Review 

– Discovery Objectives
– Requirements Gathering Sources

 Review Findings From
– Stakeholder Interviews 
– Competitive Analysis

 Review Recommendations
 Identify Issues and Action Items
 Validate Proposed Solution
 Discuss Next Steps 

Discovery Update
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What did we accomplish to date?
 Interviewed 14 stakeholders and consolidated feedback
 Reviewed competitive sites for best-in-class functionality and 

features
 Incorporated best practices based on established patterns in 

corporate Web sites  
 Created User Experience (UX) strategy/recommendations for 

DSI.com

Discovery Objectives
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Requirements Gathering

Three types of data were collected/incorporated:

Stakeholder 
Interviews

Competitive 
Analysis

Best 
Practices
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STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS
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Stakeholder Interviews | Conclusions

What we learned
 Studiocom facilitated seven focus groups that encompassed 14 employees 

from a breadth of roles and departments. Each group discussed likes and 
dislikes of the current site, and verbalized what different audiences need to 
know, do, and feel on the future redesigned DSI.com.

 Four major themes were identified across stakeholders’ objectives, goals, and 
critical success factors for the newly redesigned DSI.com.
– Content
– Ease of Use
– Brand Recognition
– Company Culture 

 Four additional themes that were identified include:
– Pipeline
– Corporate Responsibility
– HR/Recruiting
– Business to Business
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Stakeholder Interviews | Conclusions

Key Themes
 Content 

Ensure our content is relevant, crisp, effective and consumer-focused

 Ease of Use
Create an intuitive site structure with effective functionality

DSI.com must use relevant, accurate, simple messaging

Ensure that the right information is being communicated in the right 
places. 

Everyone should feel empowered to quickly find the information they are 
looking for.

Critical success factor – Ease of use!
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Stakeholder Interviews | Conclusions

Key Themes
 Brand Recognition

Help users better understand who DSI is and what we do

 Company Culture
Communicate the enthusiasm, excitement and passion of our culture

Corporate branding is a critical success factor. People know our  products, 
but not our brand. We must make our brand known to everyone. 

DSI is a progressive, forward thinking, cutting edge company – we need 
to show it!

Convey that we are a fun, creative, forward-looking company.

We do not do a good job of communicating the uniqueness of our 
culture. We do not capture that. Our employees are not seen on the 
Web site.
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Stakeholder Interviews | Conclusions

Additional Themes
 Pipeline

Our pipeline shows what we are working on and how committed we are to patient health

 Corporate Responsibility
Convey our commitment to philanthropy and social responsibility

Patient’s assistance program subsidizes insurance for people that can’t 
afford it. Patients from product sites would come to this page specifically. 
It is an important message.

Show what we are doing for patients, in communities, what kinds of 
organizations do we provide support for. 

Who we are, what are we doing, what is the pipeline?

Want a products pipeline, kind of like what is currently on the site, but 
enhance the appearance and functionality.
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Stakeholder Interviews | Conclusions

Additional Themes
 Human Resources/Recruiting 

Our fundamental belief is that each employee helps shape our success

 Business to Business
Managed Markets: Represents our business to business opportunities

Job seekers want to know about the company, understand the company, 
career path, about the department.

Create a WOW experience for candidates when they come to visit 
the site. Video, testimonials. 

There is a lot of interaction with the accounts to pull through the contracts 
and get rebates.  No real presence on DSI.com – just press releases that 
may pertain to what we do.

Managed Markets identify with company vs. product. Want to 
understand the portfolio of the products. Daiichi needs to show their 
presence and show that they’re big.
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COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
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Why a competitive analysis? 
 Studiocom conducted a competitive analysis to gain a better 

understanding regarding best and worst Web site practices within the 
category, and to establish a baseline for DSI.com. 
 The primary benefits of this analysis are a better a understanding of 

what competitors are doing, what they are offering to customers, and 
what DSI needs to do to maintain a competitive advantage.

Competitive Analysis 
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Competitive Analysis

High-Level Competitor Analysis

4. Excellent

2. Fair

1.Poor

0. None

3. Good
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Key areas on DSI.com that must be enhanced
 Provide more in-depth, engaging content throughout the site.
 Refine the organization of the site to make it easier to find specific 

content.
 Elaborate on the DSI History – especially the innovation of the later 

years – and create an interesting, interactive timeline. 
 Increase the Corporate Responsibility section by adding corporate 

citizenship/social responsibility content. 
 Expand your Research & Development section to show that you are 

committed to finding solutions.  
 Enhance the Press Releases section by adding press release-specific 

“search” and “filter” functionality.

Competitive Analysis | Conclusions 
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Key areas missing from DSI.com
 Add content on Home page (This is the most valuable content area on your 

site – and can provide a significant amount of value.)

 Create a site-wide search
 Incorporate a persistent secondary navigation in your page design 

(For ease of knowing where you are, finding content and navigating the site)

 Create an Achievements/Awards section (Contingent upon content)

 Create an Investor Relations section (Although this is not that relevant 
within the U.S.; content with links to daiichisankyo.com should be provided)

 Include Media information within the News section – with Media 
contact information & downloads
 Create a Business to Business section (Contingent upon content)

 Incorporate video/multimedia throughout the site

Competitive Analysis | Conclusions
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DSI Home Page

DSI :: Home Page
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Competitor Home Pages

Lilly :: Home Page

Bristol-Myers Squibb :: Home Page
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Overview
"About Us" is the category to learn about DSI as a progressive, forward-thinking, cutting-
edge company. Small enough to be flexible, yet large enough to compete with the large 
pharmaceutical companies.

 Integrate mission, values, and vision – showcasing  DSI’s company beliefs and recognition
 Incorporate and expand the existing sections "Comprehensive Compliance Program" and 

"Supplier Diversity" 
 Significantly enhance the History (Our Heritage) section and create a visual timeline 
 Include: Key Facts; Leadership; Awards & Recognition; Partnerships; and Investors 

Related information
– Corporate responsibility/citizenship
– Recent award/achievement feature
– Links to daiichisankyo.com and 2009 annual report 

About Us

Customers want to know who they are working with – and 
that they are credible company. 
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Proposed Sections
- Our Vision & Values - Partnerships  (and Licensing) 
- Key Facts - Compliance
- Leadership - Diversity
- Awards & Recognition - Investors
- History 

Potential content
 Ability to learn more about DSI’s brand and commitment to helping patient health 
 DSI's culture 
 Corporate responsibility/citizenship
 Key partnerships
 Key awards and achievements 

About Us (continued)
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Morgan Stanley :: About Us

About Us | Best in Class

CardinalHealth :: About Us
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Chevron :: Vision & Values

About Us | Best in Class

Bristol-Myers Squibb :: Key Facts
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Overview
Awards & Recognition is an excellent way to showcase the many awards and 
achievements that DSI has received over the years. This not only shows that DSI is a 
forward-thinking company, but provides significant credibility to your commitment to 
patients, physicians, employees, partners and the community. 
(NOTE: Most awards are B2B, so incorporating this section into the new site will be dependant on 
having usable content.)

 Include all of the awards and achievements that DSI has received over the past few years 
 Incorporate logos of each award, which lends additional credibility 

Related information
– Global citizenship feature
– Research and development feature
– Award-related press releases

Awards & Recognition

Customers want to know who they are working with – and that they 
are credible. 
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Nike :: Awards and Recognition

Awards & Recognition | Best in Class

BMS:: Awards and Recognition
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Overview
"Our Heritage" currently contains five sentences of body copy providing a very brief 
overview which focuses primarily on your initial company history. Creating an expanded 
"History" section is a great opportunity for visitors to understand your rich company 
history, and provide considerable credibility. 

 Significantly expand the History (Our Heritage) section and create an interactive timeline  
with engaging photos, imagery and content

 It is important to establish the heritage of your company and highlight your past 
innovation and milestones in research. However, you should also focus on where you are 
today – and vision for the future 

Related information
– Research & Development/Pipeline
– Recent award/achievement feature

History

History establishes credibility. However, we must convey where 
we are now – and how we are keeping up with the times. 
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History | Best in Class

Morgan Stanley :: History

UPS :: History
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Abbott :: History (Flash Interactive Option)

History | Best in Class

Abbott :: History (Static  Option)
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Overview
Although Daiichi Sankyo is not traded in the U.S., creating a new Investor Relations 
section would provide additional credibility that DSI is part of a large corporation. 

 This page/section should provide general information about  DSI – as well as Daiichi 
Sankyo Co, LTD 

 Links to appropriate press releases, 2009 annual report and other information on the 
global Daiichi Sankyo Co, LTD Web site should be considered

 Additional content may include items such as pipeline information, patent expirations, 
etc. 

Related information
– Related links, such as Contact Us, Compliance & Ethics, Research & Development, Pipeline
– Awards & Recognition feature

Investor Relations

Customers (physicians) want to know that they’re doing business 
with a major corporation. 
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Investor Relations | Best in Class

Home Depot :: Investor Relations
Lilly :: Investor Relations
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Overview
Create an entirely new section dedicated to community involvement, corporate 
citizenship, and corporate philanthropy. 

 Showcase community programs & corporate giving/philanthropy
– Highlight key programs, such as the Patient Assistance Program (Cause marketing)

 Integrate employee programs
– Volunteerism

Related information
– Global citizenship feature
– Patience Assistance Program
– Scholarships
– Awards & recognition feature

Responsibility

Our site must show how we are engaged with people and humanity.
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Bristol-Myers Squibb :: Responsibility

Responsibility | Best in Class

Morgan Stanley :: Responsibility
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Overview
The existing Products page on DSI.com can remain relatively intact. However, there are a 
few enhancements that should be incorporated.

 Placing content at the top of this page is an excellent opportunity to reinforce your 
position of being a forward-thinking, innovative company, your commitment to patience 
health, etc. 

 Add a brief description of each product in addition to the existing logo and link 

Related information
– Patient Assistance feature
– Product-related Award/Recognition feature
– Product news (Press Releases)
– Research & Development/Pipeline

Products

We want patients come to our site to learn about our current 
products as well as those that may help them in the near 
future. 
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Products | Best in Class

Chevron :: Products
BMS :: Products
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Overview
Research & Development is a critical part of every pharmaceutical company’s future. 
Consequently this section is very important to many of your audiences. By expanding this 
section and providing the appropriate content, you can greatly enhance your brand – and 
credibility. 

 Pipeline is a very important and should be highlighted on this page
 Include any R&D highlights or Awards/Recognition
 Incorporate content about Disease Areas of Focus with links to appropriate disease-state 

Web sites

Related information
– Pipeline
– Research & Development-related Award/Recognition feature
– Research & Development news (Press Releases)
– Products
– Patient resource feature/content with links

Research & Development

People want to know who we are, what we are doing and what 
is in the pipeline. 
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Research & Development | Best in Class

Lilly :: Research & Development
Novartis :: Research & Development
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Overview
A "News" page should be created to provide users a consolidated view/landing page to 
see and access of all DSI's news items, including:

 General news
 Press releases
 Media content/contact information
 Upcoming events (if appropriate)
 A few key Award/Recognition logos

Consider Including
– E-mail alerts
– RSS feed(s) – users can subscribe for site updates

Related information
– Global citizenship feature
– Award-related press releases
– Research and development feature

News
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News | Best in Class

Chevron :: News
BMS :: News
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Overview
Creating a Media section on corporate Web sites has become a standard. All of the 
competitors that were benchmarked for this project contain media-specific information, 
which allows media – and general users to access media related content.  Content on this 
page/in this section should include:

 Media contacts
 Publications information with links to 

– Global company brochure
– DSI specific philanthropy brochure

 Library for downloading photos (senior executives, events photos, etc.) general media-
specific assets, logos, key presentations, etc. 

Related information
– Global citizenship feature
– Award-related press releases
– Key facts
– Research and development/pipeline feature
– Key partnership(s) feature

Media
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Media | Best in Class

Chevron :: Media
BMS :: Media
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Overview
Site-wide search is standard functionality that provides users an effective tool to easily 

find specific content they are looking for. Although Web sites are designed to eliminate 
(or at least minimize) the need for users to use Search, many users utilize this 
functionality instinctively. (Note: All of the competitors that were benchmarked for this 
project incorporate a site search on their sites.)

 Incorporate Search functionality throughout the entire site
 Provide filter/category options

 Related items
– Featured Results in right column (based on search text criteria)

Search

Critical Success Factor: Search functionality
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Search | Best in Class

United Technologies :: Search (with categories)

J & J:: Search (with filters & featured results)
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USER EXPERIENCE STRATEGY/RECOMMENDATIONS
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Enhance the overall user experience
Inform
 Ensure that the information for the core audiences is available and intuitive
 Content should be relevant, crisp and effective
 Incorporate Global Citizenship.  "DSI is a company you feel good doing business with."
Standardize
 Create a seamless, intuitive navigation
 Develop familiar main site navigation as other major corporate websites
 Design a compelling experience that aligns with the new brand positioning
Organize 
 Make the information easy to find for each user type
 Make the site more searchable, findable, and browseable
 Use navigation best practices: indicators as to page and section, breadcrumbs, and related links in 

the right navigation as appropriate
 Create search functionality for: 

– Press releases
– Entire Web site

 Redesign the overall user experience to significantly increase usability, intuitiveness, and user 
satisfaction

Strategic Recommendations
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Sitemap | Current State
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Sitemap | Proposed Solution
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Initial Site Structure Recommendation

Proposed Navigation

Content
(Copy, links, Images)

Medical Information for Physicians  |  Contact Us

External links are indicated
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Next Steps

 Begin User Experience and Information Architecture phase: 4/6
 Begin development of Creative Brief
 Review of Creative Brief: 4/15
 Round 1 Review of UX: 4/21
 Design begins: 4/27

Next Steps



QUESTIONS?



APPENDIX
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Stakeholder Interviews

DSI.com must use relevant, accurate, simple messaging. 

Our content must be crisp and to the point. It cannot be too wordy. 

Ensure that the right information is being communicated in the right 
places. 

Our site should have video and interactive content. 

Doctors/Healthcare Providers and Patients should feel more educated –
and feel better about working with DSI.

Although current employees have access to the intranet to get detailed 
information, the public site could provide them a high-level view of what 
is going. They want to get a synopsis of what is now going on.

What we learned/major theme:  RELEVANT CONTENT
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Stakeholder Interviews

Corporate branding is a critical success factor. People know our  products, 
but not our brand. We must make our brand known to everyone. 

We need to make sure we convey who we are and where we are going –
with an emphasis on where we are going.  

DSI is a progressive, forward thinking, cutting edge company – we need 
to show it!

Customers want to know who they are working with – and that they are 
credible vendors. 

We must convey who we are and what we do as a company in a 
consumer-focused way. 

We must make sure users know who we are and where we are going. 
And that we are small enough to be flexible, yet large enough to 
compete with the big pharmas.

What we learned/major theme:  BRAND
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Stakeholder Interviews

Doctors know our brands, but they don’t know our name. 

Managed Markets identify with company vs. product. Want to 
understand the portfolio of the products. Daiichi needs to show their 
presence and show that they’re big.

We need to show where we fit into the global matrix.

We must be sure we appear as a creative and forward thinking company.

Need to convey who we are, what are we doing, what is in the pipeline.

What we learned/major theme:  BRAND
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Stakeholder Interviews

DSI.com is very primitive. Not a lot of functionality and offers only a 
minimum of what it should have.

Has to be easy to navigate – usable, searchable.

We must make sure everything is easy to find without having to go to the 
Japanese site and try to filter through their content to find what they are 
looking for. 

Critical success factor – Ease of use!

Everyone should feel empowered to quickly find the information they are 
looking for.

Make phone numbers much more prevalent then they are now.

What we learned/major theme:  EASE OF USE
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Stakeholder Interviews

We do not do a good job of communicating the uniqueness of our culture. 
We do not capture that. Our employees are not seen on the Web site.

We must make sure to convey an excitement in our culture and future. 

We do not do a good job of portraying uniqueness of our culture or 
stories about out people. 

We want our customers to feel that there is a great company and culture 
behind delivery of the products.

Communicate enthusiasm – people are very motivated.

Website is okay, but does not encapsulate the passion, energy of the 
company itself.

What we learned/major theme:  CULTURE
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Stakeholder Interviews

Our site must show how we are engaged with people and humanity. 

DSI piece is just donations. Talk about what we ARE doing for our 
communities.

Add diversity to the Web site.

Interview employees in a video, and employees talk about the company.

What we learned/major theme:  GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP
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Stakeholder Interviews

Potential licensing partners would like them to feel long-term commitment 
and dedication.

Having a product pipeline shows how serious we are on this. 

Smaller companies who may be interested in partnering with DSI want to 
see how DSI has successfully partnered with other companies. 
(See our track record)

Take what we have now, make it more substantial and provide 
interactivity.

Our site must be robust, modern, have more content, and really provide a 
WOW factor.

Success Factor: Web site must be perceived as valuable by internal 
people, so they’ll start directing people to the site. 

What we learned/major theme: MISC
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Stakeholder Interviews

History and Company Information are important; however, our history of 
innovation is very important.

History establishes credibility. However, we must convey where we are 
now – and how we are keeping up with the times. 

History is a means to drive credibility; foundation is rooted in that, but we 
must also show what happened the last 100 years. 

Make sure we convey innovation, forward-thinking and cutting edge. 

What we learned/major theme: MISC


